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Performance-Related Sustained and Anticipatory Activity
in Human Medial Temporal Lobe during Delayed
Match-to-Sample
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The medial temporal lobe (MTL)— hippocampus and surrounding perirhinal, parahippocampal, and entorhinal cortical areas— has
long been known to be critical for long-term memory for events. Recent functional neuroimaging and neuropsychological data in humans
performing short-delay tasks suggest that the MTL also contributes to performance even when retention intervals are brief, and singleunit data in rodents reveal sustained, performance-related delay activity in the MTL during delayed-non-match-to-sample tasks. The
current study used functional magnetic resonance imaging to examine the relationship between activation in human MTL subregions
and performance during a delayed-match-to-sample task with repeated (non-trial-unique) stimuli. On critical trials, the presentation of
two faces was followed by a 30 s delay period, after which participants performed two-alternative forced-choice recognition. Functional
magnetic resonance imaging revealed significant delay period activity in anterior hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, and perirhinal cortex
over the 30 s retention interval, with the magnitude of activity being significantly higher on subsequently correct compared with subsequently incorrect trials. In contrast, posterior hippocampus, parahippocampal cortex, and fusiform gyrus activity linearly increased
across the 30 s delay, suggesting an anticipatory response, and activity in parahippocampal cortex and hippocampus was greater during
the probe period on correct compared with incorrect trials. These results indicate that at least two patterns of MTL delay period activation—sustained and anticipatory—are present during performance of short-delay recognition memory tasks, providing novel evidence
that multiple processes govern task performance. Implications for understanding the role of the hippocampus and surrounding MTL
cortical areas in recognition memory after short delays are discussed.

Introduction
Although the necessity of the medial temporal lobe (MTL) for
declarative memory performance after long delays is well established (Cave and Squire, 1992; Squire, 1992), recent data indicate
that MTL damage can impair recognition memory for complex
visual stimuli (e.g., faces, objects, and scenes) or the relationships
between stimuli, even when memory is tested after delays as brief
as 1– 8 s (Hannula et al., 2006; Nichols et al., 2006; Olson et al.,
2006a,b; Hartley et al., 2007; Piekema et al., 2007). Such deficits
have been interpreted as evidence that working memory mechanisms (e.g., active maintenance) are MTL dependent (Ranganath
and Blumenfeld, 2005; Hasselmo and Stern, 2006), or as evidence
that the MTL mediates short-delay performance when working
memory is insufficient (Warrington and Taylor, 1973; Shrager et
al., 2008).
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Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data also implicate the MTL in short-delay recognition memory (Ranganath
and D’Esposito, 2001; Schon et al., 2004; Ranganath et al., 2005;
Nichols et al., 2006; Piekema et al., 2006; Axmacher et al., 2007).
For example, Ranganath et al. (2005) observed MTL delay
period activity when subjects performed delayed-match-tosample (DMS) with a 7–13 s retention interval. However, although this activity predicted postscanning recognition
performance—suggesting a role in episodic encoding that supports long-delay retrieval— ceiling-level DMS performance prevented assessment of whether MTL delay period activity also
relates to immediate recognition. Moreover, because this and
most other fMRI studies revealing delay period MTL activity used
(1) relatively short delay periods and (2) trial-unique stimuli that
may differentially foster episodic encoding (Ranganath and
D’Esposito, 2001; Schon et al., 2004) (cf. Piekema et al., 2006),
there remains uncertainty about the functional significance of
MTL “delay period” activity—it could reflect true delay period
blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal or carryover of
study period BOLD responses, and it may be specific to novelty
encoding processes that support long-term memory.
Within the MTL, short-delay recognition memory may be
differentially subserved by distinct subregions. Persistent activity
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alternative forced-choice recognition decision. Specifically, two faces and the prompt
“Just seen?” were presented for 1 s followed
by a small square for 1 s, and participants
were instructed to indicate which of the two
probes had been presented in the study phase
on that trial. During this 2 s period, participants pressed a button with their right index
finger if the studied face was on the left (50%
of trials) or with their right middle finger if
the studied face was on the right (50% of
trials). Finally, in the confidence judgment
phase, the letter “C” was presented for 1 s,
which prompted participants to press one of
two buttons indicating whether they were
confident (index finger) or not confident
Figure 1. Diagram of task design. Two faces were simultaneously shown during the study period for 1 s, followed by either a 4 s (middle finger) about their probe phase reor a 30 s delay period. Subsequently, two test faces were shown simultaneously for 1 s (participants had 2 s to respond), and then sponse. A 1 s centrally presented asterisk prea “C” was displayed for 1 s cuing participants to rate their memory confidence.
ceded each trial to alert participants that a
new trial was beginning, and a 9 s intertrial
interval followed each trial during which
in entorhinal cortex is putatively driven by an intrinsically gensubjects viewed a fixation cross.
erated mechanism and is posited to underlie active maintenance
For the DMS task, stimuli were drawn from a set of 30 faces, such that
stimuli were not trial unique (i.e., the same 30 faces appeared repeatedly
of goal-relevant stimuli (Egorov et al., 2002; Fransen et al., 2002).
during the DMS experiment). To minimize reliance on item familiarity
Consistent with this hypothesis, time-dependent recognition
as a basis for recognition decisions, participants were familiarized with
deficits emerge after selective entorhinal lesion (Van Cauter et al.,
the 30 faces used in the DMS task before the experiment, encountering
2008). Moreover, in rodent hippocampus, specific subfields show dyeach face 10 times during a target detection task. Specifically, before
namic performance-related patterns of sustained delay period acscanning, participants viewed a stream of 330 face trials (the 30 DMS
tivity during delayed-non-match-to-sample over a 30 s delay
faces 10 times each and 2 “targets” 15 times each) and made a button
(Deadwyler and Hampson, 2004). Characterization of delay pepress whenever the face was one of the targets. On each trial, a face was
riod responses in specific human MTL cortical and hippocampal
presented (1 s) followed by a fixation (0.2 s). Target and nontarget faces
regions requires higher spatial resolution fMRI methods than
were intermixed in a pseudorandom order, with the constraint that each
previously implemented.
of the nontarget faces appear once during every 30 nontarget trials. All
In the present study, fMRI of DMS task performance was used
stimuli were grayscale images of young, white, male, nonfamous faces
to address three central questions: (1) Does the human MTL
with hair cropped out (Fig. 1). We note that, although this pre-DMS
demonstrate sustained activity during DMS performance that
familiarization procedure, along using non-trial-unique stimuli, was deunambiguously reflects delay period processes? (2) Which MTL
signed to minimize participants’ reliance on differential familiarity as a
basis for recognition decisions, it nevertheless remains possible that relsubstructures demonstrate delay period responses, and does the
ative familiarity differences between the target and foil during the DMS
temporal profile of this activity differ across regions? (3) Does
task could contribute to performance.
MTL delay period activity predict immediate subsequent DMS
Before entering the scanner, participants received brief practice on the
performance? Using familiarized (non-trial-unique) stimuli and
DMS task. Subsequently, the DMS task was performed during 12 funca 30 s delay, we examined the temporal profile of delay period
tional scans, each consisting of five 4 s delay trials and five 30 s delay trials
activation in each MTL subregion, and the relationship between
intermixed in a pseudorandom manner. Across the entire experiment,
study, delay, and probe period activation and DMS performance.
each of the 30 faces was presented 16 times: 8 times in the study phase
(appearing equally often in 4 s trials and in 30 s trials, and appearing
Materials and Methods
equally often on the left and on the right side) and 8 times in the probe
Subjects. Twenty-five right-handed, native-English speakers (10 females;
phase (appearing equally often as the studied stimulus and as the unstudages, 18 –32 years) were recruited from the Stanford University commuied stimulus, and equally often on the left and right). Together using
nity and surrounding areas. Subjects were paid $70 for their participafamiliarized, non-trial-unique stimuli, inclusion of the 4 s delay trials was
tion. Data from 5 of the original 25 subjects were excluded from analysis
designed to encourage participants to actively maintain the study faces
(3 because of poor behavioral performance and 2 because of functional
during the delay period. On 4 s delay trials, the delay period fMRI redata artifacts). Informed consent was obtained in a manner approved by
sponse cannot be unambiguously deconvolved from the study period
the institutional review board at Stanford University.
and probe period responses, and thus we restricted our analyses to the
Behavioral procedures. Subjects performed a DMS task using familiar30 s delay trials (see below, fMRI procedures).
ized face stimuli. Each trial consisted of four phases: study, delay, probe,
For all tasks, stimuli were presented and responses were recorded usand confidence judgment (Fig. 1). In the study phase, two faces and the
ing
Matlab 7 (Mathworks) using the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions
prompt “Memorize” were simultaneously presented for 1 s, and partici(Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). Responses during the target detection task
pants were instructed to try to remember the faces. Two faces were used
were made using an Apple Powerbook laptop and responses during the
(instead of one face) to increase task difficulty, thus yielding a sufficient
DMS task were made with the right hand using a scanner-compatible
number of correct and incorrect trials to permit performance-related
button box.
fMRI analyses (see below). In the delay phase, a fixation cross was preTo avoid gradient coil overheating, intermittent breaks were required
sented for either 4 s (50% of trials) or 30 s (50% of trials). To encourage
between the scanned DMS task runs. To keep participants alert throughactive maintenance, participants were instructed to keep both faces “in
out the scanning session, these break periods were filled with a verbal
mind” over the delay period so that they would be ready to respond
one-back task in which participants had to determine whether the
when the probe faces appeared. Trials were intermixed, ensuring that
pseudoword on the screen was the same as the pseudoword presented in
participants were unaware of the delay length for a given trial before
experiencing the delay. In the probe phase, participants made a twothe trial immediately before. Each break period contained 49 filler trials,
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and lasted 2 min and 13 s; across participants, a total of six to eight break
periods was required during the scanning session.
fMRI procedures. Imaging data were acquired on a 3.0 T Signa wholebody MRI system (GE Medical Systems) with a homemade quadrature
transmit/receive head coil. Head movement was minimized using a “bite
bar” and additional foam padding. Before functional imaging, highresolution, T2-weighted, spin-echo structural images [repetition time
(TR) ! 3000 ms; echo time (TE) ! 68 ms; 0.43 " 0.43 mm in-plane
resolution] were acquired in 22 3-mm-thick slices perpendicular to the main
axis of the hippocampus allowing for the segmentation of hippocampal subfields (dentate gyrus/CA2/3, CA1, and subiculum) and MTL cortical areas
(perirhinal, parahippocampal, and entorhinal cortices).
A total of 972 functional volumes were acquired for each participant
using a T2*-sensitive gradient echo spiral in/out pulse sequence (Glover
and Law, 2001) with the same slice locations as the structural images (TR,
4000 ms; TE, 34 ms; flip angle, 90°; two shots; field of view, 22 cm).
Functional data were acquired at a higher resolution than is usually acquired during imaging of human MTL: 1.89 " 1.89 " 3.00 mm. A
high-order shimming procedure, based on spiral acquisitions, was used
to reduce B0 heterogeneity (Kim et al., 2002). Critically, spiral in/out
methods are optimized to increase signal-to-noise and BOLD contrastto-noise ratio in uniform brain regions while reducing signal loss in
regions compromised by susceptibility-induced field gradients (SFGs)
(Glover and Law, 2001) including the anterior MTL. Compared with
other imaging techniques (Glover and Lai, 1998), spiral in/out methods
result in less signal dropout and greater task-related activation in MTL
(Preston et al., 2004), allowing targeting of structures that have proven
difficult to image because of SFGs (e.g., perirhinal cortex, entorhinal
cortex, and, to a lesser extent, anterior hippocampus). Recent fMRI data
using this spiral in/out sequence confirm that face stimuli elicit significant BOLD responses in perirhinal cortex, entorhinal cortex, and anterior hippocampus (Preston et al., 2009).
To obtain a field map for correction of magnetic field heterogeneity,
the first time frame of the functional time series was collected with an
echo time 2 ms longer than all subsequent frames. For each slice, the map
was calculated from the phase of the first two time frames and applied as
a first-order correction during reconstruction of the functional images.
In this way, blurring and geometric distortion were minimized on a
per-slice basis. In addition, correction for off-resonance attributable to
breathing was applied on a per-time frame basis using phase navigation
(Pfeuffer et al., 2002). This initial volume was then discarded as well as
the following two volumes of each scan (a total of 12 s) to allow for T1
stabilization.
Imaging analyses. Data were preprocessed using SPM2 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) and custom MATLAB
routines. Functional images were corrected to account for the differences
in slice acquisition times by interpolating the voxel time series using sinc
interpolation and resampling the time series using the center slice as a
reference point. Functional volumes were then realigned to the first volume in the time series to correct for motion. A mean T2*-weighted
volume was computed during realignment, and the T2-weighted anatomical volume was coregistered to this mean functional volume. As next
described, the functional data were analyzed at the group level in two
ways, a region of interest (ROI)-level analysis in native space and a voxellevel analysis in group-normalized space.
The first set of group analyses was performed using anatomically defined ROIs for the MTL and functionally defined ROIs for face-sensitive
voxels in fusiform gyrus. For each participant, anatomically defined ROIs
were demarcated on the T2-weighted, high-resolution in-plane structural images, using techniques adapted for analysis and visualization of
MTL subregions (Amaral, 1990; Insausti et al., 1998; Pruessner et al.,
2000, 2002; Zeineh et al., 2000, 2003; Preston et al., 2009). The 22 3-mmthick slices covered the entire MTL in all participants; eight MTL subregions were defined in each hemisphere and spanned, on average, 20 of the
22 slices. The hippocampal subfields (dentate gyrus/CA2/3, CA1, and
subiculum) within the body of the hippocampus typically spanned 12
slices. Because the hippocampal subfields cannot be delineated in the
most anterior and posterior extents of the hippocampus at the resolution
used, anterior hippocampal and posterior hippocampal ROIs (inclusive
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of all subfields) were also demarcated on the most rostral and caudal one
to two slices of the hippocampus, respectively (Zeineh et al., 2003; Preston et al., 2009). These regions approximately correspond to Montreal
Neurological Institute coordinates of y ! 0 to y ! #6 for the anterior
hippocampus and y ! #33 to y ! #40 for the posterior hippocampus
(Preston et al., 2009). In addition to the five hippocampal ROIs, three
MTL cortical ROIs were anatomically defined—perirhinal (PRc), parahippocampal (PHc), and entorhinal cortex (ERc). Finally, to assess activation in face-sensitive voxels in fusiform gyrus, functional ROIs in the
left and right fusiform were created for each participant, defined as voxels
that were active ( p $ 0.05, five-voxel extent threshold) during the
viewing of faces on 30 s delay trials [i.e., the contrast of study and
probe periods % baseline; see general linear model (GLM) details
below]. These functional ROIs were defined using both correct and
incorrect 30 s trials and thus were not biased to reveal differences
between these conditions.
For the ROI analyses, a finite impulse response model was applied to
the unsmoothed individual subject data, wherein MarsBaR (Brett et al.,
2002) was used to extract the percent signal change estimates from the
30 s delay trials for TRs 1–11 (0 – 44 s posttrial onset) for each condition
of interest, averaged across all voxels in each anatomically defined MTL
region and in each functionally defined fusiform region. Group-level
repeated-measures ANOVA was used to test for differences in BOLD
activity between correct and incorrect trials in each of the ROIs. Where
appropriate, !-level adjustment was computed using a Huynh–Feldt
correction for nonsphericity. Because two subjects performed extremely
well, with $10 incorrect trials on the 30 s DMS task, data from these
subjects were not submitted to the analyses that included accuracy (correct vs incorrect) as a factor. Percent signal change during the DMS task
was computed for the study phase (TR 2, corresponding to 4 – 8 s posttrial onset), delay phase (mean across TRs 4 – 8, corresponding to 12–32
s posttrial onset), and probe phase (TR 10, corresponding to 36 – 40 s
posttrial onset). In addition to accuracy, hemisphere (left vs right) was
included as a within-subjects factor in all analyses but did not interact
significantly with any effect of interest (values of p % 0.3) and thus is not
considered in Results. Because performance on the low-confidence trials
was near chance, analysis of memory accuracy was restricted to correct
trials on which participants were “confident” (i.e., the accuracy contrast
compared high-confidence correct trials vs all incorrect trials).
To implement voxel-level group analyses, a second set of analyses was
performed on normalized and modestly smoothed (2 mm full-width at
half-maximum filter) data. Specifically, each participant’s anatomically
defined MTL ROIs were aligned with those of a representative “target”
subject using a diffeomorphic deformation algorithm implemented in
the freeware package MedINRIA (version 1.7.0; Asclepios Research
Team, Sophia Antipolis, France), which uses a biologically plausible,
diffeomorphic transformation that respects the boundaries dictated by
the ROIs. Accordingly, all participants’ MTL subregions were warped
into a common space, in a manner that maintains the between-region
boundaries. The transformation matrix generated from the anatomical
data was then applied to the first-level statistical contrast maps, which
enabled second-level (group) statistical analyses. Compared with traditional whole-brain normalization techniques, this ROI alignment or
“ROI-AL-Demons” approach results in more accurate correspondence
of MTL subregions across subjects and higher statistical sensitivity (Stark
and Okado, 2003; Kirwan et al., 2007; Yassa and Stark, 2009).
For the voxel-level analyses, data were first modeled at the individual
participant level according to the GLM and accounting for the intrinsic
autocorrelation in fMRI data. The statistical model also included regressors of no-interest that accounted for effects of scan session, linear drift,
and motion. As with the ROI-based analyses, the 4 s delay trials were
modeled and included in the GLM, but only data from the 30 s delay trials
were further analyzed, as our hypotheses about MTL delay period activity
could only be assessed during the 30 s trials. In the main GLM analysis,
the 30 s delay trials were modeled using separate event regressors for
study and probe periods, and a 30 s epoch for the delay period. Trials
were modeled according to the participants’ performance, resulting in
separate regressors for confident correct (hereafter termed “highconfidence”), unconfident correct (hereafter, “low confidence”), and in-
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that relate to task accuracy (Deadwyler
and Hampson, 2004). Moreover, observations of persistent activation in rodent
and macaque entorhinal cortex during
DMS (Suzuki et al., 1997; Young et al.,
1997) suggest that entorhinal cortex is engaged during DMS delay periods, and lesion data indicate that the cortex in and
surrounding the rhinal sulcus in the macaque is necessary for DMS performance
with trial-unique stimuli but not with reFigure 2. Behavioral performance on the DMS task. A, DMS accuracy is plotted by delay duration and recognition confidence. peated stimuli (Eacott et al., 1994).
B, Reaction times are plotted by delay duration for high-confidence correct, low-confidence correct, and incorrect trials. In all
To examine the relationship between
figures, error bars reflect within-subject SE.
delay period activation and DMS performance using familiarized stimuli, we
tested whether MTL subregions display
correct trials for the study, delay, and probe periods. A second GLM was
sustained activation over a 30 s delay and whether the magnitude
specified to examine linear trends during the delay period. This model
of activation during the delay period correlates with subsequent
was identical with the first, except that an additional regressor of interest
memory performance at the probe (Paller and Wagner, 2002). To
was added that tested for linear increases (or decreases) across the 30 s
the extent that visual object stimuli, such as faces, are preferendelay period (TRs 4 – 8, corresponding to 12–32 s posttrial onset). For
tially encoded in perirhinal cortex (Buffalo et al., 2006; Preston et
both models, group-level statistical maps were created using an uncoral., 2009) and that the sustained allocation of attention to face
rected voxelwise threshold of p $ 0.001, and to correct for multiple
comparisons, a small-volume correction (SVC) over the MTL was used
representations during delays serves to drive sustained responses
to establish a cluster-level corrected threshold of psvc $ 0.05. The MTL
in the MTL, then we predicted that delay period activation would
mask used for the SVC was created by (1) combining the eight anatomically
be observed in perirhinal and entorhinal cortex, as well as in
defined ROIs (after ROI-AL transformation) into a single volume for each
anterior hippocampal regions that differentially receive perirhiparticipant, and then (2) combining all participants’ MTL volumes into a
nal inputs via entorhinal cortex (Witter et al., 1989; Witter and
single image. Thus, the mask was generated from the obtained anatomical
Amaral, 1991; Suzuki and Amaral, 1994a; Small, 2002). Moredata and was conservatively constructed to include every voxel that had been
over, to the extent that active maintenance and/or MTL binding
assigned to the MTL in at least one of the participants.
mechanisms contribute to mnemonic performance on the DMS
task, then we predicted that greater delay period activity would be
Results
associated with successful versus unsuccessful task performance.
Behavioral performance
Consistent with these predictions, three regions within the
A repeated-measures ANOVA on DMS task accuracy, with facMTL exhibited significantly greater delay period activity on hightors of delay duration (4 vs 30 s) and response confidence (high
confidence correct trials than on incorrect trials (Fig. 3). Specifvs low), revealed (1) no effect of delay duration ( p ! 0.55),
ically, perirhinal cortex (Fig. 3 A, D) (F(1,17) ! 8.45; p ! 0.01) and
(2) superior accuracy on high- versus low-confidence trials
entorhinal cortex (Fig. 3 B, E) (F(1,17) ! 6.60; p ! 0.02) both
(F(1,19) ! 161.86; p $ 0.001) (Fig. 2 A), and (3) no delay by confishowed greater delay period activity on subsequently correct verdence interaction (F(1,19) ! 2.21; p ! 0.15). Reaction time analyses
sus incorrect trials, as did the anterior hippocampus (Fig. 3C,F )
on correct trials revealed an effect of delay duration (F(1,19) ! 15.26;
(F(1,17) ! 6.89; p ! 0.018). These differences in delay period
p ! 0.001), an effect of confidence (F(1,19) ! 26.86; p $ 0.001), but
activity do not reflect a carryover of differential MTL activation
no interaction (F(1,19) ! 1.19; p ! 0.29) (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, a
during the study period, as the magnitude of study period activacomparison of high-confidence correct trials with incorrect trials
tion in perirhinal, entorhinal, and anterior hippocampus did not
revealed faster reaction times during the former (t(17) ! #3.47; p !
significantly differ between subsequently correct versus incorrect
0.003), indicating that any observation of greater fMRI activation
trials ( p ! 0.66, p ! 0.97, and p ! 0.98, respectively). As such, the
during high-confidence correct versus incorrect trials is not atobserved relationship between delay period MTL activation and
tributable to longer time on task at probe during high-confidence
DMS accuracy suggests that processes engaged during the retencorrect trials.
tion interval impact later performance.
In the nonhuman, selective lesions to rhinal cortex produce
fMRI region of interest group analyses
impairments on DMS performance when delays exceed 5 s
Delay period MTL activity predicts DMS success
Previous standard-resolution fMRI studies have revealed delay
(Gaffan and Murray, 1992; Baxter and Murray, 2001), whereas
period MTL activation using short-delay intervals (delay periods
deficits after selective hippocampal lesions are more variable
ranged from 7 to 13 s) (Ranganath and D’Esposito, 2001; Schon
(Alvarez et al., 1995; Murray and Mishkin, 1998). In the current
et al., 2004; Nichols et al., 2006; Axmacher et al., 2007), although
study, beyond the anterior hippocampus ROI (described above),
the relationship between this delay period activation in human
no other hippocampal subregion demonstrated a sustained reMTL and performance after the brief retention interval is unsponse that varied with subsequent memory success. In particuknown. Moreover, because previous fMRI studies targeting MTL
lar, although delay period activity was significantly greater than
delay period responses used novel, trial-unique stimuli (cf.
study and probe phase activity in the dentate gyrus/CA2/3 and
Piekema et al., 2006), it is unclear whether human MTL subreCA1 (F(1,17) ! 9.06, p ! 0.008; and F(1,17) ! 5.60, p ! 0.03,
gions demonstrate delay period activation when using repeated
respectively), suggesting that these regions were engaged during
(non-trial-unique) stimuli. In the nonhuman, recent electrothe delay period, the magnitude of this delay period response did
physiological data from rodent hippocampus have revealed dynot significantly differ during correct versus incorrect trials (valnamic changes in hippocampal activation over a 30 s delay period
ues of p % 0.55).
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Time-dependent increase in delay
period activity
Previous fMRI studies have identified sustained delay period activity in the ventral
visual stream, including the fusiform gyrus, during short-delay tasks with face
stimuli (Courtney et al., 1997; Haxby et
al., 2000; Jiang et al., 2000). To examine
whether BOLD activity in the MTL and
fusiform cortex displays a dynamic
change over the delay period, we explored
whether activation in any of the anatomically defined MTL ROIs or the functionally defined fusiform ROIs either linearly
increased or decreased over the course of
the retention interval. Our motivation for
investigating increasing and decreasing
patterns of activity was twofold. First, in
previous studies that used short-delay recognition tasks (7–13 s delay periods), it
was often the case that the delay period
activity was highest at the beginning of the
delay period, raising the possibility that
the activity may be driven at least partially
by the encoding event (Ranganath and
D’Esposito, 2001; Ranganath et al., 2005;
Nichols et al., 2006). Second, previous
electrophysiological data have revealed
dynamic changes in single-unit firing
rates over the course of extended delay periods both in the MTL and prefrontal cor- Figure 3. Delay period activity in perirhinal cortex, entorhinal cortex, and anterior hippocampus is correlated with subsequent
tex (Quintana and Fuster, 1999; Freedman et memory performance at probe. The left panels (A–C) display the average percent signal change across the entire trial for data from
al., 2001; Deadwyler and Hampson, 2004). each anatomically defined region of interest. The right panels (D–F ) depict the percent signal change during the three task periods
[study (TR 2, corresponding to 4 – 8 s posttrial onset), delay (mean across TRs 4 – 8, corresponding to 12–32 s posttrial onset), and
For example, Quintana and Fuster (1999) probe (TR 10, corresponding to 36 – 40 s posttrial onset)]. *p $ 0.05.
observed that some prefrontal neurons
behave like conventional “workingnot differ between perirhinal and entorhinal cortex (region by
memory cells,” whereas others demonstrate an increase in response
time, p ! 0.97).
over the course of delay, compatible with an anticipatory or “preparatory set” effect (Fuster, 2001).
Performance-related activation during the probe
In the present study, both parahippocampal cortex and fusiThe preceding analyses indicate that delay period activation in
form gyrus demonstrated a significant increase in BOLD activity
perirhinal cortex, entorhinal cortex, and anterior hippocamacross the 30 s delay period (Fig. 4). Specifically, although neither
pus predicts later probe decision success, whereas positively
region demonstrated differential delay period activity on correct
ramping delay period activation in parahippocampal cortex and
versus incorrect trials ( p ! 0.25 and p ! 0.97, respectively), there
fusiform gyrus suggests engagement of anticipatory processes.
was a significant effect of time (TRs 4 – 8 corresponding to 12–32
We next sought to explore whether MTL activation during the
s posttrial onset) in parahippocampal cortex (F(4,68) ! 12.97; p $
probe presentation differed across correct versus incorrect deci0.001) and fusiform gyrus (F(4,68) ! 9.32; p $ 0.001). Linearsions. It has been recently hypothesized that MTL responses to
trend analyses revealed a linear increase in the magnitude of acprobe stimuli are greater when the probe matches the contents of
tivation in parahippocampal cortex (F(1,17) ! 23.38; p $ 0.001)
internally generated goal states (Hannula and Ranganath, 2008;
and fusiform gyrus (F(1,17) ! 23.06; p $ 0.001) as the retention
Duncan et al., 2009). Accordingly, we expected to find a greater
interval progressed, such that activation reached a delay period
BOLD response during the probe phase on trials in which the
maximum just before onset of the probe.
participant correctly identified the studied face than when the
The linear increase in parahippocampal cortex in the absence
participant was unable to identify the studied face.
of a success effect appeared to qualitatively differ from the abConsistent with this prediction, probe period activity was sigsence of increases in perirhinal cortex and entorhinal cortex in
nificantly greater for correct versus incorrect trials in parahipthe presence of success effects. Confirming this possibility,
pocampal cortex (Fig. 4 A, C) (F(1,17) ! 6.79; p ! 0.018), with a
ANOVA comparing the pattern of delay period activation in
significant accuracy (correct/incorrect) by phase (study, delay,
parahippocampal cortex to that in (1) perirhinal cortex and (2)
probe) interaction (F(2,34) ! 8.36; p ! 0.001) indicating that the
entorhinal cortex revealed significant region [(1) PHc/PRc; (2)
accuracy effect was specific to the probe period. The CA1 subrePHc/ERc] by time interactions [(1) F(4,68) ! 4.39, p ! 0.003; (2)
gion of the hippocampus also demonstrated a probe period sucF(4,68) ! 4.35, p ! 0.009], suggesting a functional dissociation
cess effect (F(1,17) ! 4.46; p ! 0.05), and similar trends were
between parahippocampal cortex and both perirhinal and entorhiobserved in dentate gyrus/CA2/3 (F(1,17) ! 3.66; p ! 0.073) and
subiculum (F(1,17) ! 3.14; p ! 0.094). Moreover, CA1 and dennal cortex. In contrast, the pattern of delay period activation did
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Figure 4. Linearly increasing delay period activity and performance-related probe period activity in parahippocampal cortex and fusiform gyrus. The left (A, B) and middle (C, D) panels display
the BOLD response in anatomically defined parahippocampal cortex and functionally defined fusiform gyrus. The delay period response linearly increased with time (A, B), and the probe period
response was greater on correct versus incorrect trials (*p $ 0.05). E displays a coronal slice through a representative participant’s T2-weighted in-plane anatomical image, with black boxes
demarcating the MTL regions featured in F and G. F and G display group-level voxel-based analyses revealing clusters in left and right parahippocampal cortex and posterior hippocampus that
demonstrated linearly increasing activity across the delay period (voxel threshold: p $ 0.001, uncorrected; cluster threshold: p $ 0.05, corrected). The underlay is the group mean-transformed
in-plane structural image.

tate gyrus/CA2/3 showed significant accuracy (correct/incorrect)
by phase (study, delay, probe) interactions (F(2,34) ! 4.63, p !
0.028; and F(2,34) ! 4.23, p ! 0.035, respectively).
Performance-independent across-region functional dissociations
The preceding analyses indicate that the delay period response
in perhinal and entorhinal cortex dissociates from that in
parahippocampal cortex, with the former regions demonstrating sustained delay period activation that differed according to
subsequent recognition performance and the latter region demonstrating an anticipatory delay period response that was insensitive to performance. Although both perirhinal and entorhinal
cortex demonstrated similar performance-related delay period
activation (region by accuracy interaction on delay period activity, p ! 0.19), additional analysis suggested a performanceindependent functional differentiation between perirhinal and
entorhinal cortex. Specifically, after collapsing across correct and
incorrect trials, ANOVA revealed a region (PRc/ERc) by phase
(study, delay, probe) interaction (F(2,34) ! 5.49; p ! 0.009):
perirhinal cortex was more active than entorhinal cortex during
study (F(1,17) ! 6.68; p ! 0.019), whereas entorhinal cortex was
more active than perirhinal cortex during delay (F(1,17) ! 5.14;
p ! 0.037). This crossover interaction reveals a differentially
greater transient response in perirhinal cortex during face encoding, perhaps related to stimulus-level coding (Preston et al.,
2009), and a greater persistent response in entorhinal cortex during the delay period, consistent with recent hypotheses regarding
the ability of entorhinal cortex to maintain representations across
delays (Hasselmo and Stern, 2006).
Within the hippocampal subfields, although there was a similar pattern of performance-related delay period activation across
the three regions (all region by accuracy interactions on delay
period activity: values of p % 0.46), again performanceindependent interactions were observed. Specifically, region by
phase interactions dissociated dentate gyrus/CA2/3 from both
CA1 (F(2,34) ! 21.72; p $ 0.001) and subiculum (F(2,34) ! 29.45;

p $ 0.001). The former dissociation was attributable to dentate
gyrus/CA2/3 demonstrating higher activity during the study and delay phases (F(1,17) ! 12.64, p ! 0.002; and F(1,17) ! 18.26, p ! 0.001,
respectively), whereas CA1 demonstrated higher activity at probe
(F(1,17) ! 15.04; p ! 0.001). Similarly, the latter dissociation was
attributable to dentate gyrus/CA2/3 demonstrating higher activity
during the early portion of the delay period (F(1,17) ! 5.15; p !
0.037), whereas subiculum demonstrated higher activity at probe
(F(1,17) ! 33.00; p % 0.001). Although not performance related,
these dissociations suggest a differential role of dentate gyrus/
CA2/3 in earlier periods of DMS task execution, relative to CA1 and
subiculum, paralleling previous high-resolution fMRI studies of human hippocampal subfield function during declarative memory encoding and retrieval (Zeineh et al., 2003; Eldridge et al., 2005).
fMRI voxel-level group analyses
While providing increased anatomical precision, the preceding
anatomically defined ROI analyses may be insensitive to more
focal effects within the MTL, because for each ROI the analysis
undoubtedly pools across responsive and nonresponsive voxels.
In addition, because the data are pooled across all voxels in an
ROI, possible topographical information within a region is lost.
Accordingly, to further characterize the response of MTL subregions during the study, delay, and probe phases of the DMS task,
we used the “ROI-AL-Demons” approach for across-subject normalization of the obtained MTL data, as this approach results in
more accurate correspondence of MTL subregions across subjects and higher voxel-level statistical sensitivity (Stark and
Okado, 2003; Kirwan et al., 2007; Yassa and Stark, 2009).
As with the preceding ROI-level analyses, voxel-level group
analysis of study period activity did not reveal significant clusters
of MTL voxels when contrasting subsequently correct versus incorrect trials. The absence of a significant difference between
study phase activity according to later memory performance
stands in contrast with an extensive literature documenting that
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MTL encoding activity differs according
to subsequent memory performance at
long delays (Brewer et al., 1998; Wagner et
al., 1998; Henson et al., 1999; Davachi et
al., 2003; Ranganath et al., 2004) (for review, see Davachi, 2006). We note that the
present design differs from previous studies in at least one potentially relevant way.
Specifically, the stimuli here were prefamiliarized and not trial unique, whereas
previous subsequent memory studies typically used novel, trial-unique stimuli.
The use of familiarized, repeating stimuli
is known to decrease MTL BOLD activity
(Stern et al., 1996; Kirchhoff et al., 2000; Figure 5. Group-level statistical maps of MTL regions demonstrating performance-related delay period activity (highO’Kane et al., 2005), which may diminish confidence correct % incorrect trials). A, A coronal slice through a representative participant’s T2-weighted in-plane anatomical
the impact of stimulus encoding processes image, demarcating the MTL regions featured in B–D. Significant clusters (voxel threshold, p $ 0.001, uncorrected; cluster
on later performance, shifting the rele- threshold, p $ 0.05, corrected) of performance-related delay period activity in left entorhinal cortex, near the anterior extent of
vant variance to processes engaged dur- the hippocampus (B), right anterior hippocampus (C), and right entorhinal cortex, near perirhinal cortex (D). E, Mean " estimates
ing the 30 s delay period. Moreover, the averaged across voxels within the left and right clusters.
use of an immediate recognition memory
test may have also differentially emphasized a relationship between memory behavior and delay period neural processes.
Indeed, as with the ROI-level analyses,
voxel-level analysis revealed subsequent
memory effects in multiple MTL regions
during the delay period (Fig. 5). Specifically, in the left MTL, we observed a cluster in entorhinal cortex (Fig. 5B) (k ! 101;
clustervolume ! 48.5 mm 3; p $ 0.001, uncorrected; psvc ! 0.037). In the right MTL,
we observed a cluster in the anterior portion of the hippocampus (Fig. 5C) (k !
119; clustervolume ! 57.1 mm 3; p $ 0.001,
uncorrected; psvc ! 0.018), and a separate
cluster in entorhinal cortex, falling near
perirhinal cortex (Fig. 5D) (k ! 43;
clustervolume ! 20.6 mm 3; p $ 0.001, uncorrected; psvc ! 0.237). Furthermore,
clusters in left parahippocampal cortex
and left posterior hippocampus (Fig. 4 F)
(k ! 3026; clustervolume ! 1453.5 mm 3;
p $ 0.001, uncorrected; psvc $ 0.001; and
k ! 362; clustervolume ! 157.44 mm 3; p $ Figure 6. Group-level statistical maps of MTL regions demonstrating performance-related probe period activity (high0.001, uncorrected; psvc $ 0.001, respec- confidence correct % incorrect trials). A, A coronal slice through a representative participant’s T2-weighted in-plane anatomical
image, demarcating the MTL regions featured in B–E. Significant clusters (voxel threshold, p $ 0.001, uncorrected; cluster
tively) and in right parahippocampal threshold, p $ 0.05, corrected) of performance-related probe period activity in left and right mid to posterior hippocampus (B, C)
cortex extending into right posterior and posterior parahippocampal cortex (D, E). F, G, Mean " estimates averaged across voxels within the posterior hippocampal and
hippocampus (Fig. 4G) (k ! 3125; parahippocampal clusters.
clustervolume ! 1500 mm 3; p $ 0.001, uncorrected; psvc $ 0.001) showed a signifiuncorrected; psvc ! 0.027, respectively), as well as two clusters in left
cant linear increase in delay period activity. Thus, these voxel-level
parahippocampal cortex (Fig. 6D) (k ! 377; clustervolume ! 181.0;
group analyses confirmed the delay period findings observed in
p $ 0.001 uncorrected; psvc $ 0.001; and k ! 159; clustervolume !
the anatomically defined ROI-level group analysis and further
76.3 mm 3; p $ 0.001, uncorrected; psvc ! 0.009) and one in right
revealed a positively ramping anticipatory response in posterior
parahippocampal cortex (Fig. 6E) (k ! 157; clustervolume ! 75.4
hippocampus.
mm 3; p $ 0.001, uncorrected; psvc ! 0.007).
Finally, we tested for voxels that demonstrated greater activation
Discussion
on correct versus incorrect trials during the probe phase of the DMS
The present study revealed two patterns of delay period activtask. Again, paralleling our anatomically defined ROI analysis, we
ity—sustained and anticipatory—across distinct MTL subrefound clusters in the mid to posterior part of the left and right hipgions during DMS task performance, suggesting that multiple
pocampus, situated predominantly in dentate gyrus/CA2/3 (Fig. 6B)
(k ! 160; clustervolume ! 76.8 mm 3; p $ 0.001, uncorrected; psvc !
MTL mechanisms contribute to short-delay recognition
0.009) (Fig. 6C) (k ! 108; clustervolume ! 51.8 mm 3; p $ 0.001,
memory. First, during the delay, perirhinal cortex, entorhinal
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cortex, and anterior hippocampus demonstrated greater sustained activity during subsequently correct versus incorrect trials.
Because the stimuli were familiarized, non-trial-unique items,
this finding indicates that delay period responses in human MTL
are both performance related and not restricted to conditions
favoring novelty encoding. Moreover, use of a 30 s unfilled retention interval ensures that the observed BOLD response was unambiguously attributable to delay period processes. Second,
activation in parahippocampal cortex, posterior hippocampus,
and fusiform gyrus demonstrated linear increases over the 30 s
delay, suggesting an anticipatory response predictive of the
probe. Consistent with this interpretation, parahippocampal cortex and hippocampal subfields demonstrated greater probe period activation on correct versus incorrect trials. The theoretical
implications of these findings are discussed in turn.
Sustained delay period activity predicts DMS performance
The observation that delay period BOLD activity in human MTL
is predictive of immediate-recognition performance extends previous electrophysiological, lesion, and fMRI data that suggest a
role for the MTL in successful short-delay DMS task performance. First, this finding complements intracranial recording
data from humans (Axmacher et al., 2007) and nonhumans
(Lehky and Tanaka, 2007) that revealed activity in perirhinal
cortex when subjects perform tasks that require memory of a
visual stimulus after a short delay, and lesion and recording studies in rodents (Otto and Eichenbaum, 1992; Young et al., 1997;
Van Cauter et al., 2008) and monkeys (Baylis and Rolls, 1987;
Meunier et al., 1993, 1996; Suzuki et al., 1993) that suggest that
entorhinal, perirhinal, and parahippocampal cortical areas are
involved in delayed-match and delayed-non-match-to-sample
performance. Second, although previous fMRI studies reported
delay period MTL activity that correlates with subsequent recognition performance after a long retention interval (Schon et al.,
2004; Ranganath et al., 2005; Nichols et al., 2006), the present
data are the first, to our knowledge, to demonstrate a relationship
between trial-by-trial variability in the magnitude of sustained
delay period MTL activity and immediate DMS performance [for
an across-subject correlation between MTL activity and DMS
task performance, see Hannula and Ranganath (2008)]. Although correlational, these data provide the strongest evidence to
date that performance-related persistent activity is present in human perirhinal cortex, entorhinal cortex, and anterior hippocampus during short-delay recognition tasks.
The present improved-resolution fMRI methods also afford
greater confidence in the localization of delay period responses to
particular MTL subregions, including to entorhinal and perirhinal
cortex. Motivated by nonhuman lesion (Otto and Eichenbaum,
1992; Eacott et al., 1994; Turchi et al., 2005) and standard-resolution
human neuroimaging data (Ranganath and D’Esposito, 2001;
Schon et al., 2004), Hasselmo and Stern (2006) posit a role for entorhinal (and perhaps perirhinal) cortex in mediating working memory for novel stimuli. Our data can be viewed as consistent with
this proposal, as they reveal (1) greater study period activity in
perirhinal versus entorhinal cortex, but greater delay period activity in entorhinal versus perirhinal cortex, and (2) delay period
responses, uncontaminated by encoding-phase activity (for a discussion of this issue, see Postle, 2006), in entorhinal, perirhinal,
and anterior hippocampus that correlate with immediate DMS
performance, suggesting a relationship between these MTL responses and performance at short delays. At the same time, our
data indicate that MTL delay period activity is not restricted to
tasks using novel stimuli, as the present effects were observed
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using familiarized, non-trial-unique faces. Because it remains
possible that performance-related delay period MTL activity
might be further heightened for novel stimuli, a systematic
investigation of the influence of stimulus novelty/familiarity
on delay period responses would further advance understanding of how the MTL mediates recognition at short delays
(Zarahn et al., 2005).
Stimulus class effects in MTL cortex
In the nonhuman, perirhinal and parahippocampal cortex receive divergent visual inputs, with ventral visual cortex projecting
predominantly to perirhinal cortex and dorsal visual cortex providing major inputs to parahippocampal cortex (Suzuki and
Amaral, 1994b; Burwell and Amaral, 1998; Suzuki, 2009). This
differential connectivity is hypothesized to produce mnemonic
distinctions between these MTL cortical regions according to
stimulus class (Davachi, 2006; Eichenbaum et al., 2007; Preston
and Wagner, 2007). Indeed, damage to human perirhinal cortex
can result in object recognition memory deficits (Buffalo et al.,
1998) and impaired visual discrimination of complex objects and
faces (Barense et al., 2007; Bird et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2007)
(but see Shrager et al., 2006), whereas damage to human parahippocampal cortex can result in memory deficits for topographical
and spatial stimuli (Bohbot et al., 2000; Epstein et al., 2001).
Extant fMRI studies indicate that parahippocampal cortex shows
a clear preference for location/scene encoding, whereas perirhinal and entorhinal cortex are active during both object and
location/scene encoding (Buffalo et al., 2006; Preston et al.,
2009). As such, a content-based functional gradient appears
present along the rostrocaudal axis of human collateral sulcus
(Litman et al., 2009).
The present dissociation between sustained delay period activity in perirhinal cortex and ramping anticipatory activity in
parahippocampal cortex may partially reflect the differential coding of object (face) and spatial information during the DMS retention interval. Specifically, because the DMS task demands
memory for two faces, independent of their spatial locations, one
approach to task performance is to maintain representations of
the presented faces across the 30 s delay. Such maintenance might
occur beyond the MTL (e.g., via prefrontal–fusiform interactions) (Gazzaley et al., 2004; Postle, 2006), which would have a
secondary consequence of temporally extending the inputs or
drive to perirhinal cortex over the delay. From this perspective,
the delay period activity in perirhinal, entorhinal, and anterior
hippocampus is a marker of the maintenance of face representations in lateral cortical structures that project to anterior
hippocampus through perirhinal and entorhinal cortex. This interpretation is challenged, however, by the absence of a performance-related delay period response in fusiform cortex (but see
Harrison and Tong, 2009; Serences et al., 2009), which would be
expected to represent the studied faces across the delay. Alternatively, the sustained delay period response in perirhinal, entorhinal,
and anterior hippocampal regions may reflect representational
persistence within the MTL proper, independent of drive from
lateral perceptual regions. This response may reflect an extended
engagement of MTL encoding/binding mechanisms that serves
to associate the studied faces to the temporal context of the trial,
thus affording discrimination between the target and foil during
the probe.
Although parahippocampal cortex has recently been proposed to mediate domain-general context representations
(Diana et al., 2007), other accounts of parahippocampal function
(Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998) might suggest that the ramping
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delay period response in this region reflects spatial anticipatory
responses. As the 30 s delay unfolds, participants likely anticipate
the subsequent onset of the probe, which consisted of two faces in
predictable spatial locations. In anticipation, subjects may engage
top– down processes that result in a prospective attention-based
gain modulation of the cortical regions coding for the upcoming
class of stimuli (i.e., fusiform gyrus for faces) and their upcoming
locations (i.e., parahippocampal cortex). Interestingly, parahippocampal cortex demonstrated an anticipatory delay period response and a performance-related difference in probe phase
BOLD activity, suggesting that anticipatory responses impact
performance at the probe (perhaps by amplifying mnemonic signal differences between the probes) (for related discussion, see
Dobbins and Wagner, 2005). Future studies that relate trial-bytrial anticipatory responses to subsequent probe period responses
are required to fully examine this possibility.
Does the MTL mediate working memory?
By including 4 s delay trials intermixed with the critical 30 s delay
trials, and by using repeating stimuli, the present study was designed to encourage active maintenance, a process essential to
working memory. We stress, however, that the present performance-related delay period activity within the MTL during this
short-delay task does not demand the conclusion that MTL
mechanisms support working memory maintenance processes
(Shrager et al., 2008). Rather, this activity could reflect the sustained engagement of MTL-dependent long-term memory processes that foster face– context encoding that subsequently
supports performance (Jonides et al., 2008). Alternatively, the
sustained MTL activity could be a consequence of temporally
extended inputs to the MTL attributable to the maintenance of
representations by lateral temporal and frontal cortical regions.
Interestingly, a recent study using face stimuli found that prefrontal–fusiform connectivity during the delay period decreased
as a function of load, whereas MTL–fusiform connectivity increased (Rissman et al., 2008), suggesting that these structures
play complementary roles depending on task demands. Future
studies that attempt to relate MTL delay period responses to lateral cortical correlates of working memory maintenance may
serve to further disambiguate the role of MTL structures during
performance of short-delay tasks.
Summary
The current study of short-delay recognition memory provides
evidence that sustained and anticipatory functional responses are
observed in distinct MTL subregions. Performance-related delay
period MTL activity may reflect sustained maintenance of
stimulus-specific representations or may serve to bind stimuli to
context, whereas ramping delay period activity may reflect anticipatory responses that facilitate probe phase discrimination. Although it was once believed that the MTL solely performs
functions in the service of long-delay memory, the present data
add to an emerging literature implicating MTL processes in recognition performance even at short delays.
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